Proof. The condition ui'v means that u»v=v. Using (C) we get v^+u, i.e. u+v^u. If us + v, i.e. if u+v=v, then, of course, L is a two-element semilattice. If not, i.e. if u+v/v, then vi + u+v. Using (C) we get uî'vî'u+v. Therefore L is isomorphic to the C 2 .
Using the above lemma we can prove that the C 2 is a spitting algebra in the variety BC. The relation generated by a filter F is a relation R" defined r as follows: xR^y = [x=y or x,yeF]. Proposition 2. The relation R p generated by a filter F, defined as above, is a congruence relation on the bisemilattice L.
Proof. It is easy that R" is an equivalence relation. We r show that the conditions (Rl) and (R2) are satisfied. If x=y, then the situation is clear. Suppose that x,yeF. Since xs'xz and y^'yz we infer that xz,yzeF. Moreover x^+x+z and y-+ y+z.
Using (C' ) we obtain xs"x+z and y^"y+z. Suppose that x,y,z*l. Applying (2) we get x+z,y+z*l. From the condition (C' ) it follows that xz^'x+z and yz^'y+z. Thus xz,yz*l. Therefore (Rl) and (R2) hold. This situation can be ilustrated as follows:
Subdirectly irreducible algebras in the variety BC
Proof. Let us consider a family {R_: aeL} of distinct cl congruences, where R denotes the relation generated by a Si principal filter [a) . Observe that the intersection of this family is the trivial relation. Because L is subdirectly irreducible, then R must be trivial for some aeL. But R is 3 a trivial iff xs'a for any xeL, i.e. iff a is the greatest element of L. Now, for K=L\{1} the intersection of the family {R : aeK} must be nontrivial, because R is a cl nontrivial for any a*l. But this intersection is equal to the relation R r ". generated by the filter [K) . It is easy to prove that in this case, [K) is a two-element set {l,p} and p is the unique coatom with respect to s" in L. Finally, the above condition (3) follows directly from Proposition 3.
Observe that the smallest nontrivial congruence on the above bisemilattice (L,+,*) is equal to R . P Definition 3. Let (L,+,l) be a semilattice with the greatest element 1 relative to order s . We say that the L is codisjunctive iff (*) for any a,beL such that as + b there exists ceL such that as + c< + l and b+c=l. Note that (L,+,>) is codisjunctive iff there exists a Boolean algebra (B,+,*,',0,1) such that L is a co-dense subset of B, i.e.: 1) if beB, b*l, then there exists aeL, a*l such that b^a, 2) the partial order on B is an extension of the s . The proof is obvious.
Examples. 1) The bisemilattice presented below satisfies the conditions (1)-(3) of Theorem 2, but it is not subdirectly irreducible. 2) The algebra N_(18) is subdirectly irreducible although 2 .
. . 3 is a divisor of 18.
